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About Us
At ParkIt, we are passionate about revolutionizing the way people
experience parking and transportation. Founded during the early-covid
period by a group of young entrepreneurs, our next-generation smart
technology company is committed to creating innovative solutions that
simplify and enhance the parking ecosystem for commercial and
residential properties.

Our vision is to transform the parking and transportation landscape,
making it more sustainable, efficient, and user-friendly. We strive to
deliver innovative solutions that simplify the everyday lives of
individuals and improve the overall well-being of communities.



SOLUTION
(FOR MALLS / PUBLIC PAY & PARK) 

SMART PAY & PARK



Vehicle Recognition

Vehicle Entrance

Vehicle enters the mall or 
pay and park to park their vehicles.

Vehicle Registration

The vehicle is checked in. Entry timestamp is printed on the
receipt as proof of parking with vehicle number, entrance
time and corresponding details.

Identification of Fastag being Whitelist or
Blacklist. Allows the supervisor make a
Fastag whitelisted with due reasons. 

Blacklisted / Whitelisted

Our ANPR Cameras captures license plate. Our
RFID readers reads FASTAG on the vehicle. 



Monthly / Fleet

Provides pass for monthly pre-paid users,
show their validity, and permits entry. Fleet
vehicle like Ola, Uber get entrance as per
available reserved spaces. 

Security Dashboard

Security personnel can find vehicle
details and space availability, collect
payment as Fastag/Cash/Card/UPI.

Vehicle Exit

Exit time of the vehicle is captured and appended to
corresponding details. Charges are auto calculated
on basis of their duration.



Experience and Expertise

Customer Satisfaction
Guarantee

Transparent and Open
Communication

Client-Centric Approach

Quality Assurance
Commitment

Commitment to Excellence

Why Us?

Cutting-Edge
Technology Utilized



+91-99201 21617 / +91-96647 25752

support@parkit.biz

www.parkit.biz

parkit.biz

Free Co nsultation
CONTACT US FOR 

We're here to help you find the perfect parking and transportation solutions

for your needs. Contact us today for a free consultation or quotation.

Let's discuss how ParkIt can revolutionize your parking and

transportation experience. Get in touch with us now!
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